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We consider the Laplace operator on quotients of hyperbolic n-dimensional 
space by a geometrically finite discrete group of hyperbolic isometries with 
parabolic subgroups of non-maximal rank. Using methods developed by the first 
two authors, we prove a “Mourre estimate” and commutator estimates on the 
Laplacian which imply absolute continuity of the spectrum and quantitative 
resolvent estimates. These estimates will be used elsewhere to study the scattering 
matrix and Eisenstein series and their meromorphic continuations, and should be 
useful in studying trace formulas for these discrete groups. f> 1991 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Local commutator estimates have emerged as a powerful tool for 
studying the essential spectrum of Schrbdinger operators. Recently such 
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estimates were proven for a class of elliptic operators on non-compact 
manifolds [4]. Included were the Laplacian on quotients of hyperbolic 
space by geometrically finite, discrete groups of isometries whose parabolic 
subgroups fixing a point at infinity were all of maximal rank. If only maxi- 
mal rank cusps are present, the boundary at infinity consists of the union 
of a compact manifold and a finite number of points. This is no longer true 
for a quotient with cusps of non-maximal rank. The purpose of this paper 
is to prove a Mourre estimate and related bounds for the Laplacian, A, on 
such a quotient. To deal with the more complicated nature of the boundary 
at infinity, we work locally, defining the conjugate operator, A, as a sum 
of pieces, each of which reflects the local nature of the boundary at infinity 
in a small open set. We then prove the Mourre estimate (Theorem 2) for 
A and A. We also prove that [A, A] is bounded from Z*(M) to L*(M) 
and that [[A, A], A] is bounded from Z2 to HP*. These estimates imply, 
via the Mourre theory, that any point lying above (n - 1)*/4 (which is not 
an eigenvalue) is contained in an interval, Z, such that 
limsupsup /(A)-’ (A-p-d-.’ (A)-‘11 <co. (1) 
610 /I E I 
Here (A)=(1 +A*A) . ‘I* This immediately implies that A has no singular 
continuous spectrum. Moreover, an argument in [18] shows that the 
bound (1) together with the related commutator bounds proven here imply 
that (A ) -I (A - p - iS)-r (A ) -I is Holder continuous as an element of 
B(L2(M)) for ,D E I and 6 3 0. 
The spectral properties of hyperbolic Laplacians have been much studied 
in recent years. Infinite volume quotients without cusps have been treated 
by Agmon [l], Mandouvalos [ 10-131, Mazzeo and Melrose [ 141, and 
Perry [ 16, 171. For the class of manifolds considered here, absolute con- 
tinuity of the spectrum, as well as non-existence of imbedded eigenvalues, 
was established by Lax and Phillips [6-91 (see also Phillips, Wiscott, and 
Woo [19]). In a forthcoming paper [S], we use the continuity of 
(A ) - ’ (A - p - i6) -~’ (A ) ’ as 6 10 in the L2 operator norm to obtain 
detailed spectral information about A on M= W3/K Combining this 
L*-estimate with a resolvent localization formula, we prove asymptotic 
expansions for the Green’s function of A and its derivatives as the variables 
approach the boundary of M at infinity. These expansions are the key 
ingredients in the proof of a functional relation for the Green’s function on 
the critical line. From this functional relation, we obtain a spectral 
representation for A and define the scattering operator. The Eisenstein 
series and the scattering operator satisfy a functional relation on the critical 
line which is used to prove that the Eisenstein series have a meromorphic 
continuation to the entire complex plane. For an exposition of the theory 
of positive commutator estimates, we refer the reader to [3]. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF M 
Let r be a discrete group of orientation preserving hyperbolic isometries, 
and let A4 = W”/F’. We assume that r contains no elliptic elements and is 
geometrically finite. Then A4 is a smooth n-dimensional manifold, and can 
be obtained from a fundamental domain for r by identifying points on the 
boundary which are equivalent under the action of r on W”. We will care- 
fully describe the geometry of A4 near infinity. It is a well-known folk 
theorem that the essential spectrum of the Laplacian on M depends only 
on the behaviour of M near infinity. 
We will work with the upper half space model of hyperbolic space. Thus 
W” = {(X,) . ..) x,,) E R” : x,, > 0). 
The metric (of constant negative curvature) is given by 
ds2 = x,y2(dx: + “. + d-xi), 
and the invariant measure by 
dp=x,;” dx, . ..dx.,. 
The (positive) Laplace operator in these coordinates is 
,I ~ I 
A = - (&DJ2 + (a - l)(x,,D,,) - c (.%Jn1)2, 
m=l 
where D, denotes dldx,,,. We write d in the form 
A= -B’+x,?,P+c;, 
where c,, = (n - 1)/2, B is the formally antisymmetric operator, 
B = (x,,D,, - cn), 
and P is the (Euclidean) Laplacian in the first n - 1 coordinates, 
I, -~ I 
P= - c D;,. 








The manifold A4 admits a finite open cover (ofiO, o&, . . . . @,,,}, where a0 
has compact closure and each 4Yi, i = 1, . . . . N, is a neighbourhood of the 
boundary of M at infinity. Let 8, W” = IF!“- ’ n {co } denote the boundary 
of W” at infinity. If 4, n 8, W” contains no points fixed by a parabolic 
motion in r, then %i is a regular neighbourhood of infinity. If Bi u ~3, W” 
does contain a parabolic fixed point, then 4Vi is a cusp neighbourhood. We 
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need to describe the geometry of cusp neighbourhoods in detail. The 
following description is culled from lecture notes of Thurston [20] and the 
description of Mazzeo and Phillips [ 151. 
Let y E r be parabolic with PE 3, W” its unique fixed point. Then f,, 
the stabilizer subgroup of p in F’, consists only of parabolic elements. 
This follows from the discreteness of F’. To describe a model for a 
neighbourhood of p in M, let yp E Isom( Wn) be an element that maps p to 
the point at infinity and consider rTM = ypr,y; ‘. rX preserves each 
horosphere {xn = c} and acts there as a discrete subgroup of the group of 
Euclidean motions of Iw”+ ’ with no fixed points. r5 contains a maximal, 
normal abelian subgroup r, of finite index in r,. The action of y E r, on 
KY--l is given by 
y(x) = Ax + b, 
whereAEO(n-l)andhER”-‘. Let W,(A) be the eigenspace of A for the 
eigenvalue one. Let 6=h” + bi be the orthogonal decomposition of the 
translation part of y relative to W,(A). Since y has no fixed points, 6” # 0 
and W,(A) is non-trivial. Let c = (A - 1))’ b’ and define the plane E, = 
W,(A) - c. Then Ej, is y-invariant and y acts on E, by pure translations by 
hi’. Since r, is abelian, for any y, , yr E r,, if bi and ci are the corresponding 
vectors defined above, then c, =cz and bj’, hi’ E W,(A)n W,(A). Thus, 
(span{ b\‘, by 1 - c) c E,, n ET,?. In particular, the intersection is non- 
trivial, and y, acts by translation by hi’ on E,, n E,.>. Now it follows that 
is a non-trivial hyperplane in [w”- ’ through c which contains a sub-hyper- 
plane which is parallel to the span of all the b]“s. Moreover, r, acts 
invariantly on E as a translation group of rank k d n - 1. E is foliated by 
parallel planes of dimension k on which r, acts by pure translations and 
has maximal rank. It is easy to see that the finite quotient group TX/T, 
permutes the leaves of this foliation, each leaf of which is isomorphic to Rk. 
The foliation itself forms a Euclidean space, so T,,/T,, is a finite subgroup 
of the Euclidean group on this space and hence must have a fixed point. 
This means that one leaf is r, invariant. This leaf is a k-dimensional plane 
in KY-‘. 
We have found a Z-,-invariant plane Rk c R” ~’ on which rX acts as 
a discrete subgroup of Euclidean motions without fixed points. Let 
(x, Z) E Rk x Iw”-“-’ be coordinates corresponding to this plane. Then a 
general Euclidean motion y acts on (x, z) by 
y((x, z))= (A,x+A,z+b, B,x+ B,z+L’), 
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bERk and c~[W”~~--l. If y E Tm then c=O and B, =0 because Tee acts 
invariantly on Rk = {(x, z) : z = 0). Then, by orthogonality, A2 = 0. Hence 
y acts by 
Y((x, z)) = (Ax + b, Bz), (9) 
for A E O(k), BE O(n -k- l), and b E [Wk. Let Kc Rk be a fundamental 
domain for the action of r, on [Wk. It follows from (9) that K x R’“-kp ’ 
is a fundamental domain for the action of r, on lR”- ‘. We identify the 
points of the boundary of K x iWnPk-’ under the map (9). Taking z = 0, 
this identifies K with a compact manifold N (which is finitely covered by 
a flat k-torus, according to classical Bieberbach theory) and K x lR”-k- ’ 
with a flat vector bundle over N which we denote by I’. The dimension k 
of the r,-invariant plane is called the rank of the cusp. When k = n - 1, 
i.e., the rank is maximal, then I’= N is a compact manifold. 
In n = 2 dimensions, k = 1 is the only possibility and R/r, = S’. For 
n = 3, k = 1 or 2. When k = 1, the transition map (9) is 
(x, z) + (Ax + 6, z) 
(if we consider only orientation-preserving elements) and the bundle is 
trivial. Non-trivial bundles occur for n 3 4. 
Finally, recall that TX acts trivially on the x,, coordinate of W”. So if V 
is the vector bundle constructed above, W”/Tm can be identified with 
I/x R + . This provides a model space for the cusp. 
We can now give a precise description of M near infinity. Let 
{QO, @i, . . . . @,,,} be the open cover introduced above. Then each regular 
neighbourhood, “1L’, is isometric with the subset 
i(x 11 ..‘, x,):x?+ ... +x;<q 
of the model space, 
M, = l-n”. 
Each cusp neighbourhood, a;, is isometric with the subset 
((Xl, ‘.., x,) : xi+, + .” +x;> 1} 
of the model space, 
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constructed from the group rrn associated with the parabolic fixed point in 
42ina,wn. 
On each model space, Mi, we have a self-adjoint realization of the 
Laplace operator, denoted by A;, which is defined as the closure of the 
formal Laplacian on C;( Mi). Since Mi = W”/Z-, , this operator can also 
be described as the operator given by (5) acting on functions on W” which 
are r,-automorphic. The crucial point here is that rrn preserves the x,, 
coordinate. Thus 
Ai= -Bf+x;P,+c;, (10) 
where Pi can be thought of either as the Laplacian on I’, or the Euclidean 
Laplacian P acting on r,-automorphic functions on lK!+‘, where lYK acts 
by Euclidean motions, and Bj is the operator (7) in Mi coordinates. 
We will construct a conjugate operator A, for each model space Mi. This 
operator will only involve Bi, Pi, and xi,,, all of which are invariant under 
the action of Too. Thus A, can also be interpreted as the operator acting 
on r,-automorphic functions on W”, which is given formally by the same 
expression as the conjutate operator for W”. 
We assume the cover has been chosen so that the intersection of two 
distinct cusp neighbourhoods is empty. Now suppose that two distinct 
neighbourhoods of infinity, 4!$ and a,,, have non-empty intersection. Then 
the two coordinate systems xi,, . . . . xi,, and xi,, . . . . xin are related by a 
hyperbolic isometry. If we write 
*xi1 = &1(X,, > .. . . x,,) 
(11) 
then 
D, = i c&D,,, 
I= I 
(12) 
where B$,, = dx,/dxj,,,. The functions in (11) are real analytic, so that the 
functions ai, and their derivatives are bounded in 42, n aj. We will also 
need the estimates 
O < c, 6 xin/xjtz d c, in %!inO&,, (13) 
axjl axj, - I - - = W,,,) ax,,' -9 ax,, as x,10 in @,,n42,,, (14) 
and 
x. ax. 
2 J” = 1 + O(XjJ 
xjn ax,, 
as xin JO in ai n “Ui. (15) 
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The proof of (13))( 15) for n = 3 follows by a direct calculation using the 
representation of the isometry group of W3 by PSL(2, C) acting on the 
special quaternions {x,+x,i+~~j:x,,x?,x~~[W, x,>O}. When n>3 
any element of the isometry group of W” can be expressed as a product of 
finitely many reflections in hyperbolic hyperplanes (see Ahlfors [2]). (A 
hyperbolic hyperplane is either a hemisphere with origin in the boundary 
of W” at infinity, or a hyperplane perpendicular to the boundary of W” at 
infinity.) The estimates (13))( 15) can then be proven using the explicit 
representations for these Mobius transformations. 
To avoid cluttering the notation with unnecessary constants, we assume 
that xi,,, x,, < 6 < 1 on G?J~ n @,. This ensures, for example, that log(x,,) -’ is 
ounded on J%, n 4!,. 
We introduce a partition of unity {x;}, i= 1, . . . . N, on AI, subordinate to 
the cover {o&i>. Each xi, written in local coordinates, defines a function on 
M,, i.e., of the variables xii, . . . . x,,. We assume that viewed as a function of 
these variables, xi is smooth up to the boundary {x;,, = 0). Derivatives of 
x, have support for x,~ = (x,, , . . . . x,(,,+ , )) in a compact region, and for 
x,,, < 6 < 1. 
We also need ident$cation operators, J,, for i= 1, . . . . N. These identify a 
function on M with support in %, with a function on Mi. When dealing 
with local, i.e., differential, operators, this just amounts to writing functions 
in local coordinates, and we will sometimes suppress this notation. 
However our conjugate operator will be a sum of non-local pieces and it 
will be important to keep track on which space each piece is acting. 
We will make use of the scale of spaces Z”“(M), associated with the 
Laplace operator A acting in L*(M). We will also use the spaces X’*(M,) 
associated with the model spaces and their Laplacians. These are defined 
in [3]. 
The proof of the following lemma is elementary. 
LEMMA 2.1. The following operators are bounded for all s E R: 
1. Jixi and x,Ji from X’(M) to X”“(M,), 
2. Jp x, and x, J,* from I?“‘( Mi) to H”“(M), 
3. Xi.from X”“(M) to X”“(M) and,from flO”(M;) to X”(Mi). 
3. DEFINITION OF THE CONJUGATE OPERATOR 
We begin by defining model conjugate operators, acting in L2(Mi). 
Define 
Li= l”g(X~,P;) = 2 lOg(X,,) + lOg(P;), (16) 
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where Pi is the Laplacian defined in the previous section. Then we define 
A;= i”(L;/S)(L, - 2S)B,+ B;(L;- 2S)((L,/S), (17) 
where c(x) is a smooth cutoff function which vanishes for x > 1 and is 
identically one for x < l/2, and Bi is the operator (7) in Mj coordinates. 
Here S is a real parameter. Using the commutation relation 
LB;, F(L;)I = 2F’(L;), (18) 
we can also write A, as 
A, = 2t(Li/S)(Li - 2S)Bi + 2F,(L,/S), (19) 
where 
F,(x) = 5(x) + t’(xNx - 2). (20) 
It is straightforward to calculate the model commutators, [A,, A;]. We 
obtain 
[Ait Ai] = -8BiF,(Li/‘S)B, + &(Li/S), (21) 
where F, is given by (20) and F, by 
F2(x) = - 8~“‘(x)(x - 2)/S’ - 24t”(x)/S2 
+ 4{(x)S( -x + 2) exp(Sx). (22) 
We now can define the conjugate operator acting in L2(M). It is given 
by 
A = c x;Jf AJixi. (23) 
,=l 
4. MODEL SPACE ESTIMATES 
In this section we prove the Mourre estimate and commutator bounds 
for the model operators acting in L’(M,). We will require the following 
bounds: 
LEMMA 4.1. The following operators are bounded: 
(1) Bi from S”(Mj) to SPP’(Mi), for SE [ - 1,2], 
(2) xinDlj for 1 Qj<n - 1 from S”(Mi) to X”“P’(Mi), .for 
sE[-1,2], 
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(3) F[L,) from &?‘“(M,) to X”“(M,), for SE [ -2, 21, where F and its 
first 2 derivatives are bounded functions, 
C4) SCLzIslLz (log(xm)) ~ ’ Vtxil > xin) from %“(&I,) to X”“(Mi), where 
q has support .for xiL in a fixed compact set and ,for x, < 6 < 1, and 
SEC-2,2]. 
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are elementary. Since F is bounded, 
F(L,) is clearly a bounded operator in L2. Recall that F is bounded from 
A?’ to Y?’ whenever the operator (A,+ 1)“12F(di+ 1))“” is L2 bounded. 
When s = 2, 
(A,+ 1)S’2F(L,)(di+ l)-s’2 
=F(Li)+ [Bf> F(L,)](d,+ I)-’ 
=F(L,)+(4F”(Li)+4F’(L,)Bi)(di+ l))‘, (24) 
which is bounded by part ( 1). Similarly for s = - 2, and so for all s E @ with 
‘R(s) E { -2, 2}, the right side of (24) is bounded. It now follows by 
complex interpolation that the right side of (24) is bounded for all s in the 
strip -2 < ‘%(s) 6 2. In particular, (3) holds. 
The proof of (4) is more subtle. We begin by proving L* boundedness. 
Using a partition of unity we write log(x) = logg(x) + log+(x) where 
log_(x) has support for x < 2 and log+(x) has support for x > 1. Then 
S(LI~)L(log(x,,))~‘r?(x,, x,) 
= 5(LIW 1%(X,,) + log - (P) 
+log+(p))(log(x,))~l~(~,~ x,1. (25) 
Here we have dropped the i subscript. The first term on the right is 
obviously bounded. To see that the log+ term is bounded, notice that on 
the support of 15, log(P) d 2 Ilog(x,)l + S. Thus, on this support, 
0 d 5(-W) l%+(P) 6 ww IPx(x,)l + 9, (26) 
which implies that the log+ term is bounded. To bound the log- term it 
is sufficient, given (3), to show that log (P)q is bounded. Since 
Ilh-(f’)v+ll* =i+ Ilh-(f’hb,, x,)$(x,, x,)II~L~~~~~~,~~~~~x,~~~,, 
(27) 
it suffices to show that log- (P)q is bounded on L2( IF!“- ‘, dx,) with bound 
uniform in x,,. But 
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lIlog-(fMx,~ xn)~lIL~(dx~)= Illog-(~2)~l/L~~d”-~k, 
d lllog- II2 IIGh L 
d //log II2 IIM, 
d Ibg-II, b/l2 llJAl2~ (28) 
with 11~lj2 uniformly bounded in x,. This proves the L2 boundedness. The 
X” boundedness can now be proven by the method outlined above. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. [Ai, Ai] is boundedfrom X2(Mj) to L2(Mi). 
Proqf: We rewrite the commutator as 
Cdi, Ai1 = -8F,(Li/S)(Bi)‘+ Fj(L,/S)Bi+ Fz(L,/‘S), 
where 
F3(x) = - 16F;(x)/S, 
and apply the bounds in Lemma 4.1. 1 
(29) 
(30) 
LEMMA 4.3 (Model Mourre Estimate). Let c, = (n - 1)/2. For every 
% > ci and every E > 0 there is a smoothed characteristic ,function, f of some 
interval about A such that for large enough S, 
f(‘i)Cdz, AilJ’(~i)38(~-c~-E)f2(~,). (31) 
Proof We begin with expression (21) for the commutator. Note that 
<‘(x)(x - 2) > 0, so F, 2 5. Thus 
Cd,, Ai1 3 -8Bft(Li/S)B;+ FA(Li/S) + 45(Lr/S)( -Lr + 2S)(Xin)‘P,, (32) 
where 
F4(x) = - 8Sp2<“‘(x)(x - 2) - 24S-2<“(x). (33) 
Now -L,+ 2S> S on the support of <. Choose S> 2. Then, since 
F4 = O(S-2), 
[d,,AJ>8(4;-l)-8B,(l-5)B, 
-S(l -~)(x,)~P,+ O(Sp2). (34) 
Now we multiply this inequality from both sides by a smoothed charac- 
teristic function, f(di). We wish to show that the Mourre estimate holds as 
we shrink the support off and let S tend to infinity. This follows from 
lim limsup Ilf(a(Ai-A))(1 -<(Li/S))ll =O. 
s-30 0-r; 
(35) 
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But f(x)’ 6 IX - zI -2 for some complex number z. Thus 
Il.01 -5)112= lI(l -Of’(1 -s’)ll 
d ll(l -5) la(di-3~)-zl-2 t1 -Oil 
< 11(1 -5)(a(d,-i.)-z)-‘l12. 
Therefore it suffices to show that 
(36) 
lim limsup 11(1 -<)(a(d,-A)-z))‘I( =O. 
s - x 0 + ,x 
To prove (37) begin with 
(37) 
(1-t)’ (a(d,-A)-z)+(a(di-i.)-z)(l -l)’ 




X(1 -t)+aO(S ‘)32a(l -<)‘+aO(Se2). (38) 
Here we used the fact that, for large S, .Y~P is large on the support of 
(1 - 0. If we multiply this equation from the left with (a(d i - %) - z) -’ and 
from the right with (a(d,-1) -2))’ and take norms, we get 
2a Il(l -t)(a(d;-%-z) ‘II2 
d li(l-4)’ (a(dj-i)-z)p’I/ +aO(Sd2), 
which, in view of the estimate II( 1 - 011 < 1, proves (37). m 
(39) 
5. COMMUTATOR BOUND 
THEOREM 5.1. [A, A] is houndedfrom X’(M) to L’(M). 
Proof: From the definition (23) of A it follows that 
[A, A] = 
L 
A, $ JFx~A~x,J; 
,=I 1 
= ; J;[d,, x~A~x;]J~. 
i= I 
(40) 
Therefore, it suffices to show that [Ai, x,A,xi] is bounded from *‘(M,) to 
L*(M,). We compute 
C’i, xIA,x,I = CAT, XilA,Xr + xiCd,s A,]%, + XiAtCdi, Xii. (41) 
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This middle term is bounded, by Lemma 4.2. Now consider the last term 
of (41). A calculation shows 
[A,,x,]= (42) 
(43) 
Here we dropped the i subscripts. By Lemma 4.1 this is bounded from X2 
to Z’. Moreover, this is a local operator wth support for -Ye in a fixed 
compact region and for X, < 1. Thus we can introduce a cutoff function, v, 
with these support properties to the left of [d,, xi] in the last term of (41). 
So to prove that that term is bounded, it suffices to show that x~A,x,,~ is 
bounded from &” to L2. This follows from expression (19) for A, and 
Lemma 4.1(3), (4). Thus the last term in (41) is bounded. The first term is 
handled similarly. 1 
6. THE MOURRE ESTIMATE 
To prove the Mourre estimate, we will require the following lemma. 
Let C, denote the sup norm closure of C’:. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let fE C,. Then the following operators are compact: 
(3) (S(AVI -J:f(Ai))X,. 
Proof It suffices to prove this lemma forf(x) = (x-z))’ where z is in 
the resolvent set of A and Aj. It then follows from a Stone-Weierstrass 
argument (see, for example, [3]) that the lemma holds for f E C, 
Parts (1) and (2) now follow from standard elliptic theory and a Sobolev 
imbedding theorem. 
To prove (3) we begin with the equation 
(A-z)J~~~=J~(A~-z)~;, (44) 
and multiply from the left with (A -z) r and from the right with 
(A,-z)-‘. This leads to the equation 
((A-z)~‘J:-JT(A;-z)~‘)x; 
=J:(A,-z)~’ [A,,~,](Ai-z)~~’ 
-(A -z)-‘J;[A,, xi](Aj-z)~‘, (45) 
whose left side is compact. 1 
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THEOREM 6.2 (The Mourre Estimate). Let c, = (n - 1)/2. For every 
2 > ct and every E > 0 there is a smoothed characteristic function, f, of some 
interval about A. and a compact operator, K, such that for large enough S, 
f(d)[d,A]f(d)>,8(A-cf,-~)f~(d)+K. (46) 
Proof We begin with the equation 
f(d)J*[di, X;AiX,IJjf(d)=f(d)J*XiAiCdi, XilJ,f(d) 
+.ftdJJ*Cdi9 XilAiXiJif (‘1 
+s(~)J:xicd;, AilXiJif(d). (47) 
Let 2 be a function which equals one on the support of Vxi and whose 
support is only slightly bigger. The first term can be rewritten as 
(f(d)x,z l”g(x,)~J,*)(log(x,,)-Lx,‘X,AiCdi, XilJ,ftd)). (48) 
Here x, = x,, is well defined on the support of 2. The first factor is compact 
by Lemma 6.1 while the second factor is bounded, by an argument similar 
to the one in Lemma 4.1. Thus this term is compact. A similar argument 
shows that the second term on the right of (47) is compact. The last term 






Here K denotes a compact operator. In the first and last lines we used part 
(3) of Lemma 6.1. In the second and last lines we used part (2). In the third 
line we used the model space Mourre estimate. Here we assume the suport 
off is sufficiently small about i and that S is sufficiently large. Combining 
the estimates above, we obtain 
f(d)L-A AIf( ; f(~)J?C~;, XiAiX,IJ,f(d) 
i= 1 
3 1 8(~“-c~-E)f(d)X:f(d)+K, 
i=l 
=8(A-c:-E)f(d)(l-~;)f(d)+K, 
= 8(2 - c; - E)f(d)’ + K. 
This completes the proof. 1 
(50) 
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7. DOUBLE COMMUTATOR BOUND 
LEMMA 7.1. Let x be supported on ei n %,. Then 
(X~Pi-X~nPp,)X=Exj~X, 
where E is 2’ to 2-l bounded. 
(51) 
Proof: Since the Laplacian is the same when written in xi or x, coor- 
dinates, 
x;P,-x;,,P]= Bf - Bf, 
on the support of x. Now 
(52) 
where 
E, ="cl !%@ Djk. 
k=, axin 
(54) 
The estimate (14) implies that E, is bounded from 2”’ to L*. Thus 
(53) 
Applying the estimate (15) we therefore find that 
Bi= Bj+ Ezxi,,, (56) 
where E, is bounded from 2’ to L*. To complete the proof, we observe 
that 
Bf-B;=(Bi+ B,)(B,-B,)+ [B,, B,]. 1 (57) 
THEOREM 7.2. The double commutator, [[A, A], A], is bounded from 
z?*(M) to A?*(M). 
ProojI The double commutator is given by 
[CA, Al, A] = 5 2 [CA, XIJPAiJiXilv XjJTAjJjXjl, (58) 
i=l ,=l 
so it suffices to bound each term on the right. Now 
[CA, XiJ,*A;JiXiI> xjJ;“AjJjXjl 
= [CA, x;IJ?A,J,x~, XjJyAjJjXjl 
+ CXiJ?CAi, AilJi~i> XjJTA.,JjXjl 
+ [XiJFA,JiCA, xi13 XjJj*AjJjX,I. (59) 
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To handle the first and last terms of (59) we expand the outer commutator. 
This produces four terms, a typical one being 
Cd3 XIIJPAiJiXIXjJ~A,JjX,. (60) 
Since [d, x,] has support for xi1 in a compact set and for x,, < 6 < 1, we 
can insert a function, ye, with the same support properties, but which equals 
one on the support of [d, xi]. Then we can rewrite (60) as 
Cd9 Xi110g(xti~)2J* l"g(x&)-'?A,JiJ~log(x,,,)~'X,X~A,JjXj 
+ Cd9 X,1 1og(xi,z)2J* l"g(xmFIII 
x C1og(xinF1, AzIJf*XiXjA,J,X,. (61) 
It follows from Lemma 4.1 that log(xj,,)--’ x,xj.4, is bounded from X2 
to x’, that log(x,,,) -‘qAi is bounded from GPO’ to L* and that 
[d, x,] log(x,,)* is bounded from L* to X-‘. Thus the first term in (61) 
is bounded from X2 to 2 ~ ‘. The second term can be handled similarly. 
We now expand the middle term of (59). We use (21). This gives rise to 
2 similar terms, corresponding to the two terms on the right side of (21). 
We will show how to bound the first of these, namely 
CxiJi*BiF,(L,IS)B,J,XI, XjJ:‘AjJ,Xjl. (62) 
We dropped a factor of -8. Since the functions 1, and xi always appear 
together, we can assume that they are both supported on a set which is 
only slightly larger than the intersection of the supports. After inserting a 
function 2 which has roughly the same support properties, but equals one 





Thus we see it suffices to bound 
(65) 
(66) 
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from 8’ to L2, and 
C/J:Fl JiX, x,J;A,J,X,l (67) 
from 2’ to &+‘. 
We begin with (65). We write this as three terms, 
CBiXiY X,lA,Xj + Xj CBiXi, A,1 Xj + XjA, CBiXi9 X,1’ (68) 
It is straightforward to bound the first and last of these terms. To handle 
the middle term, we need to change from %2! to 6tij variables. We have 





The functions /3,, and p have compact x1 support. We use (19) to write 
Ai. Neglecting obviously bounded terms, this leaves 
i 2XjCPnmXjnDjm, 5LjBilXj-2X,CB, tLjB,lX,, (72) 
m=l 
which we must show is bounded from X2 to L2. Since xi,, Dj,,, , for m <: n, 
commutes with <Li it is straightforward to do this, using Lemma 4.1, given 
the L2 boundedness of 
CP> tLj13 (73) 
where p is one of the functions /I, B,,,,. 
Before proving this bound we consider the terms (66) and (67). The (66) 
term is handled similarly to the term just considered. To bound (67) we 
begin with the observation that the commutator is bounded if we replace 
F, by 1. This follows from (73). Thus we can replace F, with F, - 1 which 
has support for x&P; bounded away from zero. Now write A, using (19). 
The main term is 
[fJT(F, - l)Jix”, XjJT5L,JiX/lB, 
= [jfJT(F, - l)(x;P;))’ (x;P;-xx,2,P,+x;,Pi) 
X J/j, XiJi*SL;JjX,IB,. (74) 
5X” 98’2.6 
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Now (F, - ~)(x~,~P~)) is bounded. We need the fact, proven in the lemma 
above, that 
x;,,Pi- xfnP,= Ex,,, (75) 
where E is X1 to 2 ~ ’ bounded. Ths gives us a factor of x, which we can 
move against the Lj singularity to bound it. The remaining term has a 
factor of x:,, PI. Since xT,,PjtLi is bounded, this term can be bounded by 
moving x;~ Pi against the tLj term and estimating the resulting commutator 
terms. 
To complete the proof, it remains to bound (73). Dropping the tilde and 
the j subscript, we have 
CB, WI = CA t .(2 ~~g~~,~+~~g~~~~+~~g+~~~~l, (76) 
where log _ and log+ are as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. The log- term is 
bounded by the estimate (28). The other two terms both have the form 
CA AD,; x,1)1, (77) 
where p(k; x,,) equals either 2t(log(xik2)) log(x,) or <(log(x~k*))log+(k*). 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, part (4), we can view the commutators as 
operators in L2(Rn-') that depend parametrically on x,, and it suffices to 
show that they are bounded on L2(lWp ‘) uniformly in 0 < x, < 1. Since 
p(D,; x,,) is a Fourier multiplier, it is not difficult to see that 
Let F denote the smooth vector-valued function 
F(x, > Y, ; x,,) = 
(B(Xl? x,r) - P(YL> -4) (xL -y ), 
IX, -Y,12 
i (79) 
Then, by the Plancherel theorem, the right side of (78) equals 
llV,P(k X,!) ‘$11 L*(dic) B IIW cc IIW II 2 
B IWPII cf IIFII J: ll$ll2. (80) 
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Therefore, to complete the proof, we must establish the L” bound on Vp. 
When p= l(log(x,2k’)) log+(k2), this is a simple calculation. When 
P = 2tmb~~2)) ha,), 
lvkpl = 4cy(log(x$P)) yi 
= w(log(x;~2)) 
xn log(xn) 
x ,k, . 
n 
This is bounded because x,! log(x,,) is bounded for small x,, and x, Ikj is 
bounded below on the support of 5’. This completes the proof. 1 
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